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years. These traces all have value, and help us to form condition, and it has had little
an idea of Chopin as man mid musician, although it subsequent course of the art.
would be very easy to overestimate their trustworthiness. depend upon it to impress thei
Chopin has been dead forty years, and few men have
Nieck’s work brings out Ch
been more written about, or oftener alluded to in current riality and precocity of genius
literature. His name has gone upon the rolls of the ski’8, although, curiously eno
great ones in music. His compositions have become the produce the opposite impressio
object of a cult, and by his disciples are supposed capable musical influences operative up
of being interpreted according to an inner light, with the high quality of many of the
many qualities not inferable from the notes, by ordinary has been said that Nieck sa
pianists or artists outside the circle of the inner brother¬ unexplained, that in Chopin
hood. The famous term “ morbidezza,” invented by with tin obscure provincial te
one of these enthusiasts, has become part of the stock the concert tours of traveling v
conception, as a characteristic of Chopin’s music. There1 talent to such purpose that whe
are eminent writers—upon—music who boldly proclaim the first time he visits Vienna,
Chcpin the greatest of tone-poets, and this not alone in world, he is recognized as one
Paris, where it would be comparatively easy to under¬ times; and he carries with h
stand their enthusiasm, so germane is Chopin’s music to1 programme a concerto not onl
the spirit of French life, but also in America and Ger¬ in quality; a work as remarka
many. There are others who go to the opposite extreme, I which it treats the pianoforte,
• and .deny him validity as a tone-poet upon absolute]1 a work, moreover, that still
grounds,—limiting his genius to the pianoforte merely, instrument. I speak of the
and this upon the technical side. They regard the best' certo, in F minor, the first hav
moments of his music as the expression of a worldly na¬ Nor was this all. His variatio
ture, and much of his later work as an invalid like vapory darem la Mano,” were even m
ing while living. It is doubtful whether those who were forte writing; and upon priva
most intimate with Chopin have been able to eis&ape the this list several 6tudes of th
influence of one or the other of these opinions, during them composed before his Pa
the long period -since they were personally moved as more epoch-marking in char
operated npon by new compositions and the personal inspi¬ then written sundry waltzes,
ration of the great author. This suspicion, however, in no opus 9, mazurkas and polon
way detracts from the interest of the reminiscences which scope of his genius was for
Mr. Nieck has so assiduously collected.
other case in musical history
It iB not necessary to say that both the opinions above epoehrmarking maturity of con
cited are about equally wide of the truth. Chopin, un¬ an age. One of the most
doubtedly, was a great composer. He was a tone-poet development was the modes
in a large sense, but with mannerisms of expression local Merely as a performer, Chopin
to the pianoforte. Like Schubert, he was a lyric poet grade of his power. He was
rather than epic, and he had little more of polyphony tone of some of the Vienna c
to take them as the politeness
* “ Life of Chopin,” by Frederick Nieck. Novello, Ewer A Co.,
still more plainly in his half
London and New York. Price, $ 10.00.
v
-

under Anton Seidl, has been prolonged to September
A “ Historical Cycle”
8th. It was to have terminated August 24th. Miss in July at the Op6ra Comi
Birdie\Blye and Mr. Victor Benham, pianists, have been “ Barber of Seville.”
the soloists in August.
Botel has returned to th
Mme. Camilla Urso played Mendelssohn’s violin con¬ very warmly received at the
certo and Paganini’s “The Witches’ Dance,” Mme. Lionel in “ Martha.”
Louisa Pyk sang the grand aria from “Der Freischiitz,”
One of the features of th
and Signor Campobello rendered an aria from Rossini’s
concert
in the Tuileries gard
“ Mahomet ” in a concert at San Francisco not long ago.
and mnsicians took part.
From the catalogue of the American Conservatory
The Conservatory of the
of Music, Chicago, J. J. Hattstaedt, Director, it appears
that the faculty has been considerably increased. There had 846 pupils last year, and
are at present one dozen teachers of the pianoforte, and Music, Dresden, 761 pnpils o
among the instructors’, names we find those of Harrison
A Neapolitan violoncellis
M. Wild, H. S. Perkins, W. S. B. Mathews, and Amy been winning distinction by h
Fay.
Hall, London, England.
The fall tone of the Theodore Thomas concerts will
During the Leipsic seas
begin on October 9th, and embrace forty concerts.
different operas were given
Rafael Joseffy will be the soloist. Another Thomas tone
“ II Trovatore ” to “ Tristan
has been arranged for the Spring season, for which a
quartette of solo singers has beeir engaged for the pur¬
Joseph Wieniawski, the e
pose of giving oratorios with the assistance of local choirs. married to Mile. Melanie Sch
famous pianist and composer
The Worcester, Massachusetts annual music festival
will be held on_September 23d to 27th. Carl Zerrahn will
The Paris Conservatory p
conduct the orchestra selected from the Boston sym¬ was this year won by a lady
phony orchestra.. Mr. Victor Herbert will be associate students of the stronger sex.
conductor, and Mendelssohn’s oratorio “St. Paul,” and Bande, is but T8~years of age
Haydn’s “ Creation,” will be among the productions.
In Budapest, a youth, tw
The German Opera season in New York will open in clarinet music without an in
the last week of November, and extend over four months. in clarinet tones, and it is im
“Le Roi d’Yo,” Lais, will be one of The complete novel- duce the tones of the human
ties; Cornelius’ “Barber of BagdadMarschner’s
One result of Mme. Patt
“Temple and Hiding” Verdi’s “ Otello” and “ UnBallo
Buenos
Ayres, is thatMhe n
in Maachera” are also mentioned, besides Wagner’s
been stirred to have a school
“ The Flying Dutchman ” and Bellini’s “ Norma.”
a Conservatory is to be star
Mme. Patti arrived in London from her South Ameri¬ European training schools.
can engagement on August 18th. She will sail for New
Ivar Hallstrom, the Swe
York abbut the middle of November, and make her first
completed the music to a dra
appearance at the Chicago Auditorium on December 9th.
Thence she will proceed to Mexico and California, text by Carmen Sylva, will
appearing in a number of cities’ on her way back to New libretto, founded upon a S
York, where- she will close the season on April 18th. which the Queen of Ronman
Mmes. Albani, Giulia Valda, Clementine De Vere and
Wagner’s opera. “ Die M
Lilian Nordica, and Messrs. Tamagno, Del Puente, at Covent-Garden, London, i
Novara and Carbone will form a part of the Patti com¬ Frenchman, Lasallersang th
pany, and there will be a chorus of eighty and an Albani, a Canadian, that of
orchestra of sixty, with Arditi and Sapio as the musical Waliher; Abramoff, a Russ
directors and conductors.
a Belgian, Beckmesser.

“ But we do teach music in our public schools, and
there are conservatories and academies in most of our
large cities ! ” is the gauntlet thrown down to my argu¬
ment.
\
Very true, I would say, in answer, but it is not enough.
It is not one-tenth part of what it should be. It is a
popular saying, that “ music is the language of the emo¬
tions.” Granted : the emotions are supposed to be com¬
mon property, Why, then', is not their language univer¬
sal, from the lowest to the highest social strata? To
what extent does our public-school musical system go,
beyond, furnishing the children with a pleasant exercise
or amusement, with which to preface the day’s work ?
How many of the schoolboys, who know their So, re, mi,
perfectly,—and remember, lam speaking greatly of the
commonalty—retain so vivid and lovable an impression
of music that it will be a work-sweetener to them in their
manhood, or that it will enable them to listen interestedly
and profitably to a Thomas-orchestra concert ? In the
high-school grades and in the home library, it is the ex¬
ception not to see biographies or sketches of all the fa¬
mous writers, sculptors, artists and discoverers,—men,
who have made the world what it is in fact, but how often
do we find aught of those men of music, in whose lives
the storm-bells of genius rang out wildly, and who have
left us the echo in their works?
Almost any high-school graduate can tell you correctly
and fluently who drafted the plans of the Vatican and St.
Peter’s, but ask the same pupil a question concerning
“Bach—the architect of music, or his works—and he will
be more thoroughlyat sea than if you had questioned,
him of the dogmas of Confuciusthere is too much of
the dragging down of music to the purposes of buffoonery.
A few days ago a young-lady, a very good performer
on the piano, said to me, “ I only studied music to play
in company. -.Of course I should never do such a thing
as teac 1
Ah, my friend, I thought to myself, why did you
Btudy arithmetic in school?" You will certainly never
do bookkeeping or clerking: can it be that you labored
at figures_solely for the purpose of unchaining the
multiplication table and exhibiting it in company ?
_ And why not, as well as music ? It is not the exhibi¬
tion itself of one’s talents againBt which I protest ; it is
simply the false idea that pupils absorb about music
which they do not about other studies, that it can most
appropriately serve as an open seBame to Vanity Fair.
Why should this be so ?
Very frequently one can hear people say, !‘ I have no
ear for music ; I have no voice,’’ and yet this Bame com¬
plaint possesses bot^;speech and hearing. It is not
that every one can be a Patti, or a Paganini, or a Liszt;
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and well-read musician who
Very true, I would say, in answer, but it is not enough. 1873) at one time held the po
It is not one-tenth part of what it should be. It is a teacher at the Hradschin Ins
popular saying, that “ music is the language of the emo¬ the blind at Prague, and wh
tions.” Granted : the emotions are supposed to be com¬ Josef in pianoforte playing.
mon property, Why, then', is not their language univer¬
On this discovery being mad
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and profitably to a Thomas-orchestra concert? In the The conclusion be comes to
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ception not to see biographies or sketches of all the fa¬ under the, direct influence of
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-Bach—the architect of music, or his works—and he will with the concerto.
be more thoroughly at sea. than if you had questioned,
him of the dogmas of Confucius ^there is too much of
WOMAN AS COMPOSE
the dragging down of music to the purposes of buffoonery,
A few days ago a young-lady, a very good performer
TEACH
on the piano, said to me, “ I only studied music to play
Although woman has neve
in company. -.Of course I should never do such a thing
as teach! ”
art, it must be said that she
Ah, my friend, I thought to myself, why did you work in its development. T
study arithmetic in school ?T You will certainly never great as a composer, she has
do bookkeeping or clerking i can "it be that you labored terpretation of art-works. S
at figure8_solely for the purpose of unchaining the skill followed up those chann
multiplication table and exhibiting it in company ?
for her. The masculine min
And why not, as well as music? It is not the exhibi¬ both for that scientific educa
tion itself of one’s talents againBt which I protest; it is imagination which is requir
simply the false idea that- pupils absorb about music musical art-works. It is ma
which they do not about other studies, that it can most developed the art to what it
appropriately serve as an open sesame to Vanity Fair. head has a great share of the
Man is stronger than wom
Why should this be so?
Very frequently one can hear people say, PI have no to entwine some object which
ear for music ; I have no voice,’f and yet this same com¬ But if man is the stronger,
plaint possesses both>speech and hearing; It is not the instruction of those bran
that every one can be a Patti, or a Paganini, or a Liszt; thought and a larger scope

Is this clear ?
In this connection I would call the attention of careful
hearers.to the usageLof artists in playing melodic embel¬
lishments of two or more notes, fore notes, pral-trills,
etc. Unless my ear is at fault, most of them do this in
time taken from the previous note, and not, as univer¬
sally directed by the instruction books, in the time of the
note itself, which would thus be delayedr-and- come in
after the time of its beat. I would like to know the.
testimony of other hearers upon this point, especially of
close observers, like Dr. Mason, Mr. Sherwood and others.

Will you kindly answer me a few que'stioi \in The
f
1. I have been teaching a boy who/had previously
taken music from a poor teacher. He had never been
taught a correct position of the hands, nor correct
fingering ; his playing was of a sluggish, staccato nature ;
he knew absolutely nothing of phrasing, etc. You know
just the kind of a pupil I mean. I worked hard, and have
finally succeeded in curing a great many of his faults,
but just as I had got through my patching and was
beginning to teach him, trying in every way to elevate his
taste, I was suddenly discharged because he could not
“rattle off” the popular pieces of the day, while he
takes a third-class teacher who puts the polish (?) on
.. and receives the credit, when it is really myself who did
the work .-, for I laid a good foundation, which he never
would have had, if he had commenced his studies with
this teacher. I have just begun to teach, and/his is very
discouraging indeed, so I want to ask you
\
2. Would it be well to draw up an agreement for so
many terms, as you take a lease for a house ? Would
four terms be too many to require at the least? One
term is no show at all; neitherare two terms, if you have
any patching to do ; it takes a great deal of time before
any results begin to show worth noticing.
8. .'Is there any book or record, like a commercial
agency report, in w;hich good teachers are rated, and dis¬
tinguished from bad ones ?
—
4. What ought I to do to prevent my piano strings from
rusting, and to remove the rust on them already ?
Etude?

Teacher.

truth is mighty and prevails
said, “ Truth is eternal; it i
will stand up for you if you
4. According to the philo
going answers, I ought'to say
to come out right in the end.
the rust will wear off. Th
quite work. So you had be
petroleum. There is nothin

—Edward Baxter Perry'
Lorelei,” has run through tw
and is having a fine sale, bo
purposes. Among the -sev
bearing that name, and all b
of the “ Loreley,” none can
cal value or poetic interest.
dramatic in mood, its techn
peachable, and it produces a
sion upon both student and
valuable as a left-hand study
Mr. Wm. H. Sherwood and
this purpose, even with pup
quately from a musical stan
a happy example of-the rom
of composition, and has be
York Art Journal “ the mo
an American.”
Tames H. Howe

Upon a careful review of yo
I am pleased to note that th
regard to the. necessary key
the ^several kinds of pianofo
books of the kind that I hav
The instructive exercises are
I find the work generally
the Practice Clavier ” tha
who are using that instrume
instruction that contains e
exercises they need, to mak

Yours v

Milwau

''‘-fa^ideuts of this kind happen to all of us. There is • I regard.your Sonatina Al
no remqdy that I know of. It is a great injustice to the of works in that style, adm
teacher, but he must take comfort in the fact that the for teaching purposes. Pl
express, and charge to my a
recording angel probably has his record in words equiva¬
:

beginning that lays particular stress upon important
The postage on sheet music i
principles.
There are numerous duetts for teacher and pupil, all two ounces or a fraction of a
having a specific object in view. There are a goodly place any writing in the pack
number of pleasing pieces of a didactic nature, ana exer¬ the name and'.- .address
f the
cises for strict and mechanical fingering, such as scales,
allowed
by
the
postal
regulatio
arpeggios, five-finger exercises, etc.
The work is expected to be ready for delivery, by Oct.
1st, and up to that time we will receive orders at half
ORGANIZATION versu
price, seventy-five CENTS, and pay postage.
Many have availed themselves of this offer, and if you
Music is at once a sentiment and
expect to have any beginners to teach during the year,
of him who cultivates it, be he ex
order a copy in advance and examine it.
natural inspiration and a knowle
be acquired by protracted studies
| tations. The union of knowledge a
'#6.95- for $2.25.
tutes art. Outside of these conditi
be nothing more than an incompl
i deserve the name of artist at all.
the pre-eminence of organization
NTIL October 1st, 1889, in advance of pub¬ study without organization which H
solve in the case of poets, seems to
lication, these five new works, “ Touch and answer in the case of musicians.
Technic,” by Wm. Mason, $1.00; ‘‘Musical Mo¬ who were entire strangers to the
saics,” by W. F. Gates, $1.50; “ The Art of Piano¬ produced by instinct graceful and
forte Playing,” by Hugh A. Olarke, $1.50; “ Twenty witness Rpuget de l’Isle and: his'im
Studies for the Pianoforte,” Book II, by Anton but as these rare flashes of inspira
Strelezki, $1.25;, and “ The Study of the Piano,” by part of the art, while other no less i
H. Parent, $1.00, which at .regular rates would cost in darkness, it follows that these m
$6.25, WE OFFER FOR ONLY $2.25.
classed in the ranks of musicians,
plex-nature of oar music : they do
-We still more frequently meet w
MUSIC ON SALE.
and cold minds* who* after having
theory, made repeated observation
-V
\
To music teachers who have not access to large at length and turned their incomp
music stores, the feature of sending selections on best account they coaid, succeed
Bale is a decided advantage. We have made a answer, to all appearances, to the
tained about music, but which s
specialty for some years of this feature*.and have charming it, without speaking to t
found the plan is very satisfactory to Our patrons. nation. And the mere satisfaction
The old way of ordering from our catalogue has removed from the delicious sensa
proven to be-unsafe and disappointing. The name, experience; neither are the deligh
grade and key of a piece are very poor guides to agination to be held cheap; ana a
sensual pleasure of the liveliest so
trust in ordering music.
works of all schools, these impote
Certain regulations are to' be observed in this in oar opinion, to be Btruck from
connection, which can be briefly stated as follows:— they do not fed.—Berlioz.

Important Announcement.

U

1. If the party js unknown to us, it is expected
that satisfactory Reference be given.
Thoroughness is better than che
2. In order that we can make a judicious selec¬ haustible patience that works on a
tion, state number and grade of pupils to be not fail of its reward.—Anon. :

March from Tannhauser
“
Maylath.
Mendelssohn’s Wedding March “
Maylath.
Chorale, op. 68, No. 4.Schumann.
Sunday, op. 101, No. 18.
Gurlitt.
Little Cradle Song, op. 124, No. 6...Schumann.
Scherzo in F.
Kullak.
Slumber Song.Biedermann.
Selections from Romantic and Classic Albums
for the young by Loeschhorn, Nos. 2135 %,
Peters’ edition (75 cts. each No.)
Selections from Little Pieces by Haydn, No.
P12G, Peters (50 cts.) -

j

\

GRADE m.

Gpntinue Archer’s Method.
Major and minor scales and arpeggios. More
difficult exercises from 200 Canons by Kunz.
PIECES.

Sonatina, op. 36. No. 3...°.. Clementi.
Peaoe of Evening..
Forster.
Cavatina, op. 98.......Reinecke.
Kinderstucke, op. 72, Nos. 1 and 2, Mendelssohn.
Le Petit Rien;.
Oramer.
French Air, arranged by Hewitt, published by
W. W. Whitney, Toledo, Ohio.
\
Credo from Farmer’s Maas, arranged by F,
_Opel, published by Whitney.
.
March from Tannhauser and , Mendelssohn’s
Wedding March, from “A Collection of
Standard Marches ” by Maylath, published
by S. T./Gordoh &-Son.
Duets fronrBach, Handel and Haydn, No. 1337,
Litolff _(#5 cts.), and from Beethoven, No.
1265, Litolff (75 cts.)

Zampa, arranged by Hewit
Whitney.
Largo in G. (without octaves),
Opening Voluntary from No
Mass in Eb, published by W
Traiimerei.........
Liebeslied, arranged for Cabine
Funeral March (Chopin), arr.
Silvio Pelieo, arranged by
Mendelssohn’s Songs without
for Harmonium, No. 932, L
Difficult selections from Elli
(Novello).
Difficult selections from Alb
1014
Beethoven Album, No. 10
Album Italien, No. 1016.
Beethoven Album, No 384 f
Schubert, No. 384 g..
Harmonium Albums, Nos. 384

HOW LISZT GAVE L

BY1 EDWARD BAXTER P

Almost the first remark Liszt m
one he repeated oftenest, was: “ I
school,” uttered with all the haug
who prides himself upon never havi
money, never having recognized o
sort of obligation, or any master, sa
impulse; who has always followed
.spoiled child, and who notwithstan
be, and is recognized as, at least, t
and kings. '
From a dozen to twenty young
part of the world gathered around
playing and listening by turns, or m
GRADE IV.
preferred. When he chose, he could
Bach’s Little Preludes, No. 200, Peters (60 cts.) and interest to.every strain of the pie
valuable criticisms and helpful sugg
Scales in Can on. form, Arpeggios.
a phrase himself to illustrate some
Pieces for Left Hand, op. 43, Bk. 1..F. Hummel some passage with needed sign or

,

best adapted to that end. Success in this undertaking
depends entirely on the manner of practice. In itself,
the Two-finger exercise is as simple and elementary a
form as can well be devised, but through the applica¬
tion of different kinds of touch to its various forms, it
becomes comprehensive and exhaustive in its results,
because it searches out and brings fully into action, in
the most complete and thorough manner,-nearly all of
the muscles which are used in pianoforte playing. The
truf£m\this assertion may not at first appear, btit is
easily demonstrated on investigation, and is quickly
wrought into the experience of those who give the
matter a faithful and persistent, if only a short, trial.
The elements of strength and elasticity are both
essential to a good pianoforte touch, and in accordance
with their presence in varied degree and combination
will be the tone-color, or quality of tone produced.
The applicationj}f mere force without elasticity pro¬
duces a hard, piercing and unsympathetic tone. On
the other hand, an undue^exercise of elasticity results
in. a- characterless .tone;;
.
The combination of the two principles in right pro¬
portion accomplishes the desired result. The strength
furnishes the staying power and backbone, so to speak,
and the elasticity mellows and tempers the—tone by
supplying the needed bouyancy and springiness. Elas¬
ticity of touch is gained through the proper use of the
flexor and extensor muscles. These muscles involve

1.
2.
3.
4.

The
The
The
The

Clinging Legato.
Legato.
Elastic (extreme Staccato).
Mild Staccato.

Nos. 1 and 3 are fundamental forms and repres
the two extremes of touch. Nos. 2 and 4 are modif
tions. Further modifications are possible in alm
endless variety, through combination in different deg
and proportion of the fundamental forms, such as,
instance, the flexion of one or more muscles w
Others are kept more or less rigid. An artist 'w
perfected touch, whether consciously or unconsciou
possesses this power and makes constant use of it,
the result is light and shade, emphasis and nua
whieh-enliven and vitalize the playing. To attem
minute analysis of all the delicate and subtle dist
tions .observed by such a player would be a waste
time; one might as Well endeavor by means of langu
to convey an adequate idea of the flavor of an ora
The four kinds of touch enumerated in the foreg
-classification are all that are necessary for pre
consideration, and of these Nos. 1 and 3 are practic
of the greatest importance! These two extremes
touch, viz: the Clinging, and the Elastic, are so mar
in their characteristics, and differ so much in man
of performance, that they are easily acquired at
outset. If in daily practice, each one of them rece

effective in the performance of very rapid passages, the
tones resulting therefrom being so uniformly and
distinctly clear and musical as to suggest the simile of
H
a string of pearls.” This has given rise to the
expression a “ pearly touch.” The other kind of the
Mild staccato is used in passages of such extreme
rapidity as to preclude the possibility of finger flexion,
and is effected by moving the finger by means of the
metacarpal j oint.

Explanation §f the Exercises.
The Two-finger exercise is so named because
its application is confined to two fingers at a time, and
these are used in pairs. The corresponding pairs in
both hands are used together, thus;—
Sec. 9.

Right hand.......7^....1-2
Left hand........2-1

2-3
3-2

8-4
4-3

4-5
5-4

Each hand-should be exercised separately as well as
both hands together.
This method of using the fingers^in "pairs may be
adapted io. an almost endless variety of scale and
arpeggio passages, but as used-fin this work the applica¬
tion is confined mainly, to the white keys of the
Pianoforte,—thus to • the scale of C major. Examples
are also given of its manner of application to the
Chromatic scale and to the black keys of the instru¬
ment. All of the exercises excepting the first appear
in two rhythms, which, for the ptirpose of classification,
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reason these fingers are chosen for this purpose
because they show to better advantage in the plates,
in the beginning of the ascending C position. Th
essential point is to convey an accurate idea of th
correct position and movement of the two fingers und
present consideration. For the better accomplishme
of this purpose the thumb, as represented in the cut
is drawn back somewhat out of its true place, whic
in a five-finger, or scale position, would be a little fu
ther forward, extending slightly over the edge of th
keys.
Exercise No. 1, First Slow Form.

12, The Clinging Legato Touch. The begin
ning is made with the second and third fingers, the
being naturally the strongest and therefore the easie
to manage at first. As soon as the student has becom
familiar with the motions, it is better to begin the dai
practice with the fourth and fifth fingers, so that the
naturally,weak fingers
ay derive the full benefit
the freshness of first attention. Strike c, (that is, of t
so-called small octave, or, one octave below middle C
with the third finger of the left hand, the second fing
being at the same time raised in a curved position
high as possible directly over d. (See Plate I.) Nex
Sec.

*The right hand begins on middle C, and this rule is to be appl
throughout the exercises as presented here, excepting those on the bl
keys.
■
'

in a measure borrect, but much dry theory could be appreciate only this form
avoided andmuch intellectual Nourishment given. The or painting. The
The noblest
arousing of a love and desire to practice the piano is one rises to a far higher plane,
of the chief difficulties of piano-forte instruction. How- by appealing directly
directly to
ever great the desire and love for playing the piano may arousing to full life that
be in a child, the first few lessons must kill thatloveand nature which allies him to
desire ; it cannot be otherwise, as the child is tortured
Music was the last, to be
with matters which have a non-exhilarating effect. How of the arts, because it iB fr
is this to be understood?
by forms, and because, app
The first few lessons should never be given to one child it reaches down below th
alone. In classes of two or three they learn better, com¬ and states of consciousness
pete with each other,' and stimulate each other’s prog¬ by thought.
“ Thought Is de
ress. Ambition must be aroused in them ; they will try
FeeUng deepe
to excel one another, and the desired aim will be
Now, if it is true, and we
reached.
The study of notes, of the sounds on the piano, can be that that form of art is the
taught to the children in an almost playful manner if we of arousing man’s highes
combine the notes and sounds into one idea. Here the him, in the fullest sense,
teacher must, in an amiable manner, study and under¬ then have a criterion whi
stand the individuality of the learner. When the neces¬ question of Italian and Ge
Suppose we approach tw
sary fundamental elements have been taught, then we
* *
..
rr.
A
may proceed directly to the easier Sonatas of Clementi the respective merits Of I
ana Haydn. Explain and analyze the contents, play and suppose we ask the I
them over to the pupils, and practice their little hands, to the opera for, anyway, a
That this is no impossibility has already been practically On his guard against any
proved. • .
ably answer, in disgust, “
The simplest scales, etc., will thus be easily taught; tiful music—that is, beaut
in proportion as the child’s interest increases in the piece amount of harmony throw
can understa
it will play it often, and learn the technical parts at the music that he
hecan
bere our German, opera
same time. The result is—the intellect has been culti- here
vated, the feeling forform has been increased, and the despair—and that the mu
consciousness has been awakened in the child that tones stuff; and that the Germ
of this,
are not'merely to tickle the ear, but are tHe expression anyway. A part ofof psychological feelings.
we turn to our German f
Only when the child is initiated in classical music, and he will be German), and
the idea of purity of form is thoroughly awakened, a UTrovatore? If he is no
Jhat th
salon piece mhy
mtey now and then be practiced
practiced;; it cannot do will acknowledge ihat
Balon
with a g
any harm now, and contributes much to promoter the even admit—this with,
lighter and more • elegant style of playing. But never ality—that, as a rule, the
lignter
nliAAtin
fiyal1 a
o salon-piece,
oalnTi.nin/m
A-v*
An mna!A
maWAh 1 voices
ircinoo than
n
flio
G
choose first
or hwAn
even 'rlAn
dance
music ;/.inlii5n
(which is' richer
the
G
very essential to strengthen and develop rhythmical (t it cannot compare to
later very^essential
feeling) that would smother ab initio musical intellect,
intellect,! When we press him furth
ably; flounder about a littl
as the superficiality of such compositions deaden the ably
sense of the harmonious.
thing like this: “T1 Trov
It. should likewise not be neglected to teach thefunda- Tannh’auser; the music is
mental principles of harmony with piano. instruction at it is sensuous and 6f very
th same im<
That wili-veri essentially advance the
srfaib
pleasure
intellect of the learner and enlighten him as to form, anil moving me,' of arousing
will teach him the laws governing music^—a most im- comparison'to the rich;
portant progressive step. It mnst not be imagined that Tannh'auser, seems childis

gression. The old-fashioned pianoforte minor scale,
having a major sixth and seventh in ascending and a
minor sixth and seventh in descending, never had a legal
existence in mnsical theory. It amounted simply to
playing both scales out of the key.
W. S. B. M.
Ques.—Which is the best musical cyclopedia, and
what are the relative merits of Grove, Moore, Stainer and
Barnett?
W. P.
Ans.—“ Grove’s Dictionary of Music and Musicians ”
is the best extant. . Unfortunately it contains no musical
terms, but is essentially an encyclopedia. It is in 4
volumes, which we sell for $18.00. Stainer and Barnett
has only musical terms. The works bear no relation
whatever to one another.

QpES.—-I wish to take instrumental lessons, but do
not just like the instructions of our Professor. Gould
not I take of some first-class instructor through corres¬
pondence, and then occasionally go to our Professor to
be criticised about expression, position of hands, etc. ?
' —Mrs. J. L. M.
y
Ans.—We can heartily recommend theoretical lessons
by mail—such' as Harmony, Counterpoint, etc.—and
even the languages (all but their pronunciation) are suc¬
cessfully taught in this way; but we do not see how it is
possible for .either vocal or instrumental lessons to be
given by correspondence. And even should this be
practicable, your local Professor would scarcely^consent
to the occasional lessons that you propose, especially
were he to know you were trying to study also with
another teacher.

Ques.-=-Is there any small book obtainable givin
correct pronunciation of the composers’ names ?

at

The first bass is obliged to sing
and F above the bass staff, and
bass clef). The second bass ran
below the bass staff.
2. We know of no surgeon in
attention to severing the useles
finger.
Dr. W. S. Forbes, 17
given the subject extended tho
the best qualified of any phy
to perform the operation.
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Pupils of H. H. Johnso

“ Grand March from Tannhau
pianos, eight hands) ; Piano So
Karl Merz; Vocal Solo, “An
Fair,” Handel; Overture, “Poe
(two pianos, eight hands) ; Voc
this Mossy Pillow,” Smart; Pia
the Woodland,”. Trekell: Pian
1, Mozart-Grieg; Vocal Duet,
C. E. Horn; Piano Duet, “
Piano, “ Sonata,” No. 5, M
“ Glide, Gently Glide,” Carroll
No. 12, Mozart; Vocal, “ Katie
Bischoff; Vocal Quartet, “Prof
Piano'Solo, “Warbling of B
Solo, “Bobolink," Bischoff:
Operas” (Potpourri), Verdi-M
pianos, twelve
elve hi
hands

Pupils of Mrs. Norah Philli
Mich.

“ Marche Triomphale,”
ipnaie," Op.
Pronouncing Musical Dictionary will baerts; “ Give Me My Own Nat
White j “ On Blooming Mea
serve your purpose.
Duet from Julia Rive King’s C
Ques.—Will you give the pronunciation of the follow¬
by Sidns; “ The Prettiest Little
ing names of composers ?
L. E. B.
“Phice de Roses,” Op. 186 ; S
Ans.—Tschaikowski, pron. Chi-koff'-skey;
Gade, temps ‘‘Spring/’ Op. 70, Chopi
pron. Gah'dy; Kjerulfj pron. very nearly like Har- 9, Piano Solo, Concone; Chant
tion Militaire, Ketterer; “Le
solf; Berggren,*pron. Baerg'-ren; Wegse, pron. Vyzeh; Bnrgmuller ; Marche, Op. 18
Gloser, pron. Glozer; Lumbye, pron. Loomb-yeh.
Gade.
Ans.—Mathews’
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To avoid crowding* the plates the application of the
account must they be neglected, in practice. See Sec.

^9 4. First moderato form. Rhythm. I. Sec. IS.
ii.i

(JBI

fw air i^s a

N9 5. First moderato form. Rhythm II. Sec. 15
I r«»OS I
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Second moderato ^orm. Rhythm I. Sec. 15
tUU
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fast form. Rhythm II. Acc. of 12* Sec. 15.
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4.Triple measure.
Qfi Acc. of 3s Sec. 16
sbbt-;
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Triple measure combines both Rhythms I and II
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A... Sustain the Bass strictly, the right hand-even and rather lightly—g
dragging. — Bi The Serenade affords an admirable example to illustrate cont
the easier are these ofjexecution, suggesting, slow practice in all cases.; Throu
the right hand, as at B. The triplet “three” is sustainedin the melody, and i
it must; consequently be rendered evenly. [It may belaid down as a rale, that
ody, 1b the most important and must he made even. The melody may occur e
accompaniment, moving by “two”. It is not difficult to make both movemen
left lightly between the 2d and 3d eighth of-the triplet in the right hand, and
to make both movements perfectly even; in such oases'the melody-movement m
be slightly uneven.
OOliBBBOK’S MUMOAX ABT.—(101)

—Qopyright by Hebert G

C.

The triplet movement throughout Part II, simile.

GOLDBZCiC'B MUSICAL ABT.—(102)

The answer shou

The Bass at E is the. answer to the theme at I>, and.should he made p
Qolubeok’s Musical Abt.—(103)

for instruction.—Aristides.
2
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MUSICAL MOSAICS.
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COMPOSITION NOT MECHANICAL.

1

th

w

377. People err when they suppose that composers pre¬
pare pens and papers with the deliberate pre-determination
of sketching, painting, expressing this or that. Yet we
must not estimate too lightly the outward influences and
impressions. Involuntarily an idea sometimes develops
itself simultaneously with the musical fancy; the eye is
awake as well as the ear, and this ever busy organ some¬
times holds fast to certain outlines amid all the sounds
and tones, which, keeping pace with the music, form and
condense into clear shapes. The more elements congen¬
ially related to music which the thought or picture created
in tones contains within it, the more poetic and plastic
will be the expression of the composition; and in propor¬
tion to the imaginati veness and keenness of the musician
in receiving these impressions will be the elevating and
touching power of his work.—Schumann.
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378. He who praises stands equal to the thing praised.
—Goethe:
'
___

t

IDEAL MUSIC.

r

-

379. When it becomes possible to render the tyranny
of measure in music wholly imperceptible and invisible,
so that this art is made apparently free;-r-when it attains
self-consciousness, then it will possess the complete power
of embodying lofty ideas, and become from that moment
the first of the fine arts;—CbrI Wagner.
"
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to place their orders with you, where they will receive
prompt attention. With best wishes for your, success in
__
your noble undertaking, we remain as ever, respectfully
W
yours,
J. J. Jelly,
t+
__
It affords me great pleasure
to
Lsure
Principal Musical Department.
condaetmff
basin.
conducting business,
and to comm
dealing to teachers and schools
chools of
of
every success, I remain, truly you
Reading, Pa.
Having dealt with yon since the first issues of your
excellent paper, The Etude, I can say that my orders
have always been promptly and satisfactorily filled ; and
in all dealings have, found you thoroughly reliable, cour¬
I take pleasure in stating that
teous and obliging.
of my dealing with Mr. Theo. Pr
Thanking you for many kindnesses in the past, and have been promptly and efficien
wishing you abundant success always, I am, very respect* cerely believe that the great servic
frby>
Will. S. Hgllenback.
to true Music by its valuable ped
both musical and literary, ought t
edged by every conscientious a
■ Due West Female College, Due West, S. C.
teacher.
During an experience of six years as teacher of music
I have found no music dealer more accommodating and
Conservatory op Mus
satisfactory than Mr. Presser. Respectfully,
I believe it is now nearly six
M. W. McDayid.
my privilege and custom to corre
Manistee, Mich.
with you, and I take pride in c
fairness in
in your
your dealings and prom
As for my dealings with your house, I can truthfully fairness
such a thing as an error at any tim
say that they have been restfully satisfactory. You may s,ier a tamS. as
of the Question.
not understand the meaning of this adverb. I will ex■ mT® T*.estltmThanking you
plain. To teachers living at a distance from musical
Thanking
yoi for your kindnes
centres the filling of an order for sheet music promptly
and accurately is of great importance. The delay of one
mail generally means the delay of or shifting’ about of
Ca
.
,
uu
one day’s-work, which expedient leaves a teacheriworn
TT ', Ad
I
would
say
lat
in
my
busines
out and unsatisfied with the day’s work. In dealing , 1 w9uia
t
have found evei
everything~ in every
with your house I am exempt from any of this, anxiety. “ave
My orders
My orders are promptly and satisfactorily filled, and My
0.r<i?r8 have
have been promptly fi
Nearly printed and carefully pre
when an order is left to your judgment it isffilled as only ?leariy,
is not lacking in the small court
a person who has had experience in teaching can fill 18
ness dealings a pleasure.
- /Very
anything so difficult as a conscientious supplying of suit- ness
pleasure.-/Yery
/
able pieces to-a variety of pqpils in. a small place.
/
A. B. Wilson.
.

. Cedar, Rapids, Ia.

It gives me pleasure to speak of the accurate and
methodical
ethodieal way in which all my orders given Mr. Theo.
Presser
r^ser have been filled.
. .
His publications are the best, having many advantages
over others, especially for teaemng purposes. I most
heartily commend his business methods and publications
to ail wishing to open an account with a music house.
E. M. Seftgn.
=■
Director Cedar Rapids Academy of Music.

*»*■“ “-

Musical Department, Cong
Fargo,
J4ARGO, Da
t r
i j
i
-l
•

I have had more or less busi
Theo. Presser for several years
prompt and reliable. His pre
judge
judge to be Becond to none, and
placing music on
oil Sale
sale is a great c
His standing as a musician and
the columns of that able paper,
in that position where further rec
Id
superfluous, Respectfully,

contrast to the ordinary pasteboard cover primers that are
placed in the hands of a beginner.
Address the Publisher,

THEODORE PRESSER,
1704 Chestnut St.f

P hiladelphia, Pa.

of its value, nor of the extrem
it by~such practical teachers a
his assistant, Mr. Hugh K
Prof. Cady, Prof. Fillmor

MASON’S TOUCH

is in sheet music form, ten pa
voted to

EXPLANATIONS OF TOUC

THE TWO-FING

Jne iTftusicum.
e$jec£ o{? tftiA
1/i to fiefp
to tne 6e££er ur|b®r©ranc|ii^ ar|t)‘
©jy^ment of fceaufifuf MuAic.
In nix fradwi «aeb,75Cta.

The work contains analyses of many of the best
compositions- by- Classical writers.
Starting with the
very easiest pieces;for beginners, it leads on, in pro¬
gressive order, through six grades, to the most difficult
works written for the Piano-forte.”
It presupposes no~ knowledge of harmony, but,
starting with the simplest forms of composition, ex¬
plains the most essential points, just as occasion pre¬
sents itself in the different,.worts under cpnsicl^ration,
using siich concise and lucid language as will be under¬
stood by mentally less-developed scholars. .The workjh&s
met with the unqualified endorsement of all those who
have examined it.

THE

POSITIONS AND METHO
*
FINGERS AND H

and five pages contain the Ex
explanations are singularly c
taken the greatest possible p
misapprehensions to which stu
up exercises so, novel and so d
of practice, as these.
In the opinion of many of the
Mason’s Two-finger Exercises
contribution to Pianofo
during the past half cent
We have also arranged for
Mason’s School of Octaves, in
wrist, elbow and upper arm;

PEIIDE
Address Publisher^

/theo.

A SYSTEM OF PIANO TECHNIC.

1704 Chestnut St

JAMES H. HOWE.
Paper Cover, 93.00.

Cloth, @8.80.

SPECIAL

Includes a complete set of Scales, Arpeggios, Double
Previous to publication, O
Thirds, DoublA, Sixths, Etc., in various motions, together be sold for Twenty-Are Cen
with fingered exercises for special developments, and
School of Embellishment Thu work has been introduced, accompany the order. Not m
in some of our leading schools of music* .
be sent to one address at this

THE

VIRGIL PRACT
From J&oritz Ttosenthal.

A

fflMW

FOR TEACHI

ALL PRA
Used and Recommended by the
TEACHERS in

To Me. Virgil.
Dear Sir—I recently had occasion to see and examine one
of your Practice Claviers at the residence of Mr. Alexander
Lambert, and I desire to express to you my full appreciation
of the excellence of your invention. Notwithstanding the
well known aphorism of Robt. Schumann, that “One cannot
learn to speak from the dumb,”.I am convinced that many
technical difficulties may be conquered upon your instru¬
ment more quickly and accurately than in the ordinary
way; and wit n~ the utmost regard for the ears of sensitive
neighbors.
In my own practice, I make special use of the silent key¬
board—yours is this and much more.

||Ti

-.--Zv

TT ■
BA L\ .

— -A';. •

FOR EVERY TEACHER, PUPIL, P

IirEXPEJrSIYE, PORT

The Virgil Practi
New York, January 13th, 1889.
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touch, to create an independenc
custom fingers and hands alike
A collection otfac simile reproductions of the most famous themes tion in all major and minor ke
of the great aomposers, exactly as originally written. A rare and mind as well as the fingers.
valuable collection of exceptional interest to all musicians, not only

PRICE, 75 CENTS.

FOURTH EDITION.

on account of the fact that we are able to see just how the great
masters began the actual work on their most celebrated compositions,
but because of the deep personal interest contributed by the auto¬
graphic reproduction. The following partial list of contents shows
the worth of the book : “ I know that my Redeemer liveith,” Handel:
Sonata, Op. 26, Beethoven; Song, Mozart; Prelude, “Ave Maria,”
J. Sebastian Bach; “Erl King,” Franz Schubert; ' Song without
■Words,” Mendelssohn ;’" Overture to Tanhauser,” Wagner.
Address,

THEO PRESSER,
1704 Chestnut Street,

Advice to Young Students

By ALBERT W.

PBIOE, 10 C

Some good advice for every one

WHAT SHALL W

By CARL REINE

PHILADELPHIA.
•

MUSICAL GAME.
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PRIOR, 25 iOf

Letters from a renowned musicia

W .

Instruction and Pleasure Combined.

NATURE *0F + H
'

Hr Db.
Da. HUGO RI
By

(Second Edition.)

A SPLENID GAME FOR EVERY HOME.

Aj exposition of some modem i

This game consists of cards, on which the different notes and rests
are printed, one on every card. After a number are distributed among
the players, the cards are played in succession and added together as
they are played until the value of a whole note is reached, when It
counts one for the person who played the last card shd completed the
whole note. This gives a general idea only. Full directions, with
rules for a number of different games, tables showing the notes, rests,
keys, Ac., accompany the game.
Thiwe learning to play the Piano, Organ, Violin, or any other instru¬
ment; thoee who sing; those who wish to read muBic faster; inYact, all
who are interested in music, need this charming game.
'
It teaches the value of notes and rests.'
The nai a of the notes.
.. The varioa# keys in which music Is written.
The different lands of time.
Practice In musical fractions. The easiest way to learn to read music.
Yon learn, while playing an interesting game.
It is readily learned, even by children.
Time devoted to playing this game is not wasted, aa'in most games.
A splendid gameTbr evening parties.
A new departure—entirely unlike any other game.
Parents can teach their children the rudiments of music, even , if not
musicians themselves.
Interesting to old and young, beginners and advanced alike.
Thoee intending to study mnslc will find it to their advantage to play
this game a while before beginning leesons

METHOD OF

Prioe, 60 Cents.
Address Publisher,

THEO. PRESSER,
1704 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

By G A. MAOO

Among the many topics treated
are “On a good touch,” “Reposein
in playing,” etc., etc. Price, 10 c

«

MUSIC TEA

By E. MrSEF
BBVI8ED

PHceP

•

ED

-

The book .contains everything
of Music Teachers; Index j Da
for each pupil; Caqh Account, B
Address publisher,

THEO. EE

1704 C

Z'.'R LAUT

Price, in Boards,
Price, in Cloth,
-

THE

HENRY F. MI L ;R

PIANOS.
HENRY F. MILLER & SONS’
PIANO COMPANY,
BOSTON.

PHILADELPHIA.

FOR PIANO AND VIOLIN.
(With extra Violin p
Contains

compositions

absolutely unequaled mer

acceptable for concert p
pastime.

The separate v

formers of the discomfo

Manufactory, Wakefield, Mass.

Issued in the same carefu
Classics.’'’

ESTABLISHED 1879.

WERNER’S VOICE
A Monthly Journal Devoted to the Human Voice in all its Phases.
'

'\

A Practical Guide for the Restoring, the Culti¬
vating and the Preserving of the Voice.
1VIB7 SDIGES AND EVZB7 HASHES 07 SIHGIH5 SHOULD HAVE IT
Werner’s Voice for 1830 will be Better and Brighter
more Complete and more Practical, Barger in Size and
Barger in Circulation, with Increased Capital and
Enlarged Scope, and with Greater Attention to Analy¬
sis and Criticism.
>
.

' 91.50 A TEAM; 15 CTS. A OTMBEE.
Mention The Etdbe, and Send for Full Prospectus and Sample Copy
Address the Editor and Proprietor,

CON
ANDANTE AND MARC
ANGEL’S SERENADE
A VE MAR
CONFIDEN
GIPBEY DANCE
INTERMEZZO.
MEDITATION... .
MENUETT... .... __
MENUETTO.........
MENUETTO.......
NIGHT SONG...
NOCTURNE..
PAVANE, LA..
PIZZICATI (Sylvia
PRIEBE, LA...
REVERIE.....................
ROMANCE...................
ROMANCE. .—
BOMANZA
SERENADE
SERENADE
SERENADE...............
SERENATA..
SPRING’S AWAKEN
TRAUMERIE,..

Price, in Boards, includi
Cloth,

XDGAR S. WERNER,
No. 148 UNIVERSITY PLACE, NEW YORK.

FOB SALE AT A

Wind and the Pine. Grade- IV.
Tapper, Thomas, Jr. As the Podt
Sits by the Fireside. Grade IV...
Tapper; Thomas, Jr. In the Twi¬
light. Grade iV........
Tapper, Thomas,. Jr. Gavotte.
Grade IV.......... ......

900.
901.
902.

The set of pieces is called “ Frota Mv Sketch Book.”
They are highly characteristic—Mr Tapper is strik¬
ingly original in all his work, and in this set he has
put forth his best effort. Those who desire mnsic by
American composers will find these pieces good rep¬
resentatives. Many are giving concerts made up
solely of music bv American writers. This is com¬
mendable. Nothing will do more to encourage native
talent than this. All the pieces of this ana the fol¬
lowing set are excellent for public performance.

Clark, Helen A.
Grade IV.

903.

Certainty.

26
25

BY _
DB. F. 1L. BA

Prioe 75 Cents in Paper

A work of the greatest impor
25 mony and the pianoforte. Th
this kind in our language, and
25 occupy a distinguished place iu
education. It takes the pupil o
harmony. All the rules are cov
most varied kind, to be played a
good preparation for the art of c
sation, calculated to incite the
duction. The work will help
young musician’s difficult tasx
Btudy of harmony.
THEO. P
80

904.

Clark, Helen A. Idleness.
Grade III.

25

905.

Clark, Helen A. Unrest.
Grade IV.

15

Clark, Helen, A.
Grade IV..

25

906.

DESIGNED FOR THE USE O

Out Seeking.

907.

Clark, Helen A. Joyous Hope.
Grade IV....

so

908.

Clark, Helen A. 'Complete...

90

Publ

DACTY

FOB PIANO ST

A new invention of great practical val
Player.

This set forms what is called “Idea! Pictures,”
(Musterbilder). A set or suite of exquisite tone pio.
lures in the Schumann type, and well worthy of the\ ■
attention of all lovers of refined art.

909.

Bach, J.-S. Gavotte and Bouses
in G. Grade V..-..V.....
Two attractive and instructive little pieces.
edited by Franc Kullak.

910.

Bachman, G. Lea Sylphes’
Valse. Grade II'I....

.

.

911

26

Well

60

This piece has grown immensely popular, princi¬
pally on account of the easy, graceful movement. It
has no “catch^” places, and will give pleasure to
those not highly developed in music.

Godard, B. Op. 83.
Grade V....

Au Matin.

Godard has become deservedly fashionable with
pianists. He la a strong writer in all styles of compo-'
--sition. Although a violinlst his reputation is based
on bis piano, compositions and songs. Au Matin is
perhaps one of his best efforts.

60

. To strengthen the finger
To inaprove the touch.
To ensure flexibility and
To give correct position
To save time ana a vast
Price $3.50

Unqualified endorsement of leading ar
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CLASSICAL PIANOFORTE MUSIC
BY AMERICAN COMPOSERS.
Ime. Saint Amsranthe,
1
_»
Gavotte de Concerto. Op. 42,} Omstanlm Sternberg, ? .75
Serenade. Op. 18, No. 1....Arthur Foote.75
Swinj^ Song....F. L. Lyne*~.....50
Tarantelle (4 hands). Op. 21....Edmund S. Matloon1.50
X.a Soupir (The Sigh). Morceau Poetiqne,
Edmund S. Matioon...
.75
First Wimtirha.Chat. E. Pratt.50
Gavotte..... W. L. Blumcmchein,
.35
Witchery. Yalse Brilliants...B. E. Henninges..75
Concert Polonaise. Op. 37.Wilson G. Smith.75
In presenting this series of pianoforte pieces to the public, the
publishers have had in mind two important points
Fisst.—An appreciation of the fact that we have American authors
whose works are of a standard merit and educational value, and
fully worthy of being presented to the musical public in as attractive
a form as possible.
Second.—A belief that both professional and amateur musicians
will lendtib their support in our efforts in behalf of native talent.
'

GET THE BEST.

By KARL MERZ.
Simple,

Progressive and Practical, yet Thorough
- and- Complete.

No piano method ever published has so quickly come into use as
Merz’i Hew Piano Method. Thfe best teachers throughout the country
unite in pronouncing it far superior to any work of the kind yet
written.
TWO EDITIONS ARE, PUBLISHED,
One with American and One with Foreign Fingering.

Price $3.00, by Mail, postpaid.
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HENNINCES’ PRACTICAL GUIDE
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Price, 50 cents for a Packag
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KARL MERZ’S PIANO METHOD.
’

An accurate record of lessons taken an
given-tor arrange a daily practice schedule
tions by the teacher, for marking the deg
lesson, and blank receipts to be filled out
Convenient in form and an incentive to th
“I like the card; think it is entirely p
Chicago, Jan. 11, ’89. .

NOB

TEACHERS AND STUDENTS OF THE PIANOFORTE.
A thorough coarse of the essentials in fingering technics will he
found indicated; in fact, it is a complete Instruction Book, with many
valuable hints and explanations, as only a teacher of ripe experience
can give.
r y
A BOON TO TEACHERS AND STUDENTS.

Price, bound in Cloth, 75 cents.

Price $1.00. Postage and
“ $5.00, with Frame, An
The following are now ready
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The elegant portraits have given
tion whenever introduced. The f
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FIFTY EXAMINATION

FOE PIAHOFOBTE ST

S. BRAINARD’S SONS CO.,
145 & 147 Wabash Avenue,
CHICAGO, ILL.

BY ALBERT W.
Price 5 Cents.

60 Cents

THEO. PRESSER, Publish

